
Creating a world fit for the future

Formula E – Race Transmission 2.0
“With the rise of Formula E, and a growing list of other high-performance race cars no longer powered by 
conventional combustion engines, the science of race transmission design and development is entering 
a new era. No longer engineered through iterations of proven concepts, backed by decades of race data, 
this new breed of transmission is redefining efficiency through innovative design and novel architectures. 
Ricardo has been at the forefront of this journey, developing the technology to produce highly efficient 
transmissions, resulting in performance differentiators that win races and ultimately championships. 
Looking back over some of the challenges already overcome, Ricardo will review the demands and solutions 
of a modern Formula E transmission design.” 

Steven Blevins, Project Manager - Performance Products

SABR and GEAR simulation tools developed by Ricardo which 
work together to optimise gear design

Developed to integrate into the design process and reduce product development time, SABR 
provides an intuitive graphical interface allowing all or part of the transmission system to be modelled 
at a level of detail appropriate to the current design phase. 

SABR’s transmission assessment capabilities are further enhanced by the integrated gear-design tool. 
This powerful tool enables experienced and non-experienced users to define initial gear sizes, parallel 
axis gears, optimize gear geometry and determine the effect of misalignment on the life of the gear.

SABR and GEAR work together in an optimisation loop, running simulations that determine the effect 
of shaft deflection on the gear meshing and then modify the geometry to account for this. 
The result is an optimised transmission efficiency prediction which can then be simulated for a range 
of motor speeds, generating a percentage power loss matrix which is used to support and guide 
further development. 

Read more about SABR and GEAR here.

https://d1v9sz08rbysvx.cloudfront.net/automotive/media/resources/downloads/fe-presentation.pdf

